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ARTIST STATEMENT
Mark McGreevy’s paintings are built in such a way that there is no clear approach to how
they are constructed, drawings are made from several initial sources which are then
developed through repeated addition and erasure, this continues until they have met a
certain narrative that has previously been set out for them, this then is used as the primary
material for his paintings.
McGreevy constructs the paintings within a similar framework until the initial image
collapses leaving a surviving residue or armature of the image/idea, this making and semi
destruction helps to create a fractured absurdist narrative that opens itself to randomness,
fragmentary consciousness and dissociative disruptions, mimetic with the fragmentary
process of building a painting through it’s parts.
All paintings contain the threads of the experiential, low/high cultural references and ideas
of the personal subjugating the collective and vice versa, hopefully creating a subsidence of
authority through absurdity, casting doubt on the paintings value system and validating the
chance to rethink and change one’s mind.

ARTIST BIOGRAPHY
Mark McGreevy graduated from the University of Ulster with his MFA in 2003, since then he
has travelled and exhibited extensively most notably The University Gallery, UU, Belfast
(2016), FE McWilliam Gallery, Banbridge (2013), Visual, Carlow (2011), The Kevin Kavanagh
Gallery (2011), Crawford Gallery, Cork (2008), The Lab, Dublin (2010) and The Third Space
Gallery, (2006/2010), Katzen Art Centre, Washington DC, USA (2007) + Triangle Gallery,
SPACE, London (2004).
He has been a selected artist on a number of residencies including IMMA’s Artist Residency
Programme in 2005, The Ballinaglen Foundation (2005/06), The Belmont Mill Residency
(2006) and also held a membership tenancy in Temple Bar Gallery and Studios, Dublin from
2007-2010, upcoming: CCI, Paris (2018).
Prizes and Awards include, Winner of the Suki Tea Prize 2017, Arts Council of Ireland;
Bursary Award (2009/2012), Tyrone Guthrie Award (2014), BOC Emerging Artist Award
(2004) and AIB Art Award (2004). He was the winner of the inaurgural Lewis Crosby Painting
Prize in RDS Student awards in 2003.

